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THERMO HEAT-ACTIVATED
DRAIN CLEANER
For use in:
● Drains ● Grease Traps
● Septic Systems
Pleasant Citrus Scent

DISSOLVES GREASE, HAIR & SOAP SCUM
DANGER

POISON

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Contains Sodium Hydroxide
Can cause severe burns
Read all label precautions carefully before using this product

Net Contents: 1.25 lbs
An Exclusive Formula of

M-1

MID-AMERICAN RESEARCH CHEMICAL CORP.
P.O. Box 927 COLUMBUS, NE 68602-0927
Phone 800-228-8508

MARC Nitrous Thermo Heat-Activated Drain Cleaner is a granular material
which will open up slow running drains and restore them to full capacity by
destroying blockages. Slow running drains are caused by materials such as
grease, slime and soap scum and hair. Use of MARC Nitrous will dissolve,
melt away and clean out these deposits, and restore drain function. MARC
Nitrous has a pleasant citrus fragrance with no acrid fumes, and works
odorlessly in the drain without harming metal or plastic pipes.
Directions For Use
Wear rubber gloves and safety glasses when using! Keep face away from
drain.
Drains: Slowly pour one cup full of MARC Nitrous into drain, and run hot
water to dissolve the product. Let stand for one minute and then flush drain
with hot water for an additional minute. To maintain good drain flow, add 1/2 to
1 cup full of MARC Nitrous followed by flushing with hot water once a month.
If drain is completely clogged, use drain snake to establish some flow.
Grease Traps: Use 1.25 pounds (1 container) of MARC Nitrous per 100
gallons of capacity. Slowly add in drain nearest to grease trap, run hot water
to dissolve product and allow to stand overnight. This will keep grease and
solids in liquid form.
First Aid
SKIN CONTACT: Flush area with water for 10-15 minutes. If irritation persists,
contact a physician. If extreme redness, blistering, or broken skin occurs, seek
medical attention.
EYE CONTACT: Flush eye(s) with cold water for at least 15 minutes. Then
cover eye(s) and get medical attention.
IF SWALLOWED: Contact physician or Emergency Services immediately. DO
NOT induce vomiting. Drink large quantities of water, followed by milk, milk of
magnesia, fruit juices, egg whites, diluted vinegar, vegetable oil, or a baking
soda solution.
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